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GLOBAL ECONOMY 

Goldman Sachs is bullish on global growth – Goldman Sachs expects above-consensus global 
growth of 6.5% in 2021. Their optimism reflects the view that widespread immunization, 
accommodative monetary and fiscal policy, and limited scarring effects will support a 
continued recovery in economic activity, though the still-elevated number of new cases and 
emergence of new, more infectious strains is likely to trigger a period of softer growth this 
winter. (Source: Goldman Sachs) 

IMF World Economic Outlook: A diverging growth path for emerging markets – The IMF’s 
latest World Economic Outlook update provides a glimmer of hope. After the 3.5% contraction 
in 2020, global growth is set to rise by 5.5% in 2021 and 4.2% in 2022. In contrast to the October 
update, this marks a shallower contraction and an upward revision for 2021 growth thanks to 
vaccines and stimulus support. (Source: ING) 

IMF raises 2021 global growth forecast on vaccine optimism, policy support – In latest World 
Economic Outlook update, the IMF raised its global growth forecast for 2021 by 0.3pp to 5.5%, 
citing expectations of a vaccine-powered strengthening of activity later in the year and 
additional support from a few large economies, notably the US and Japan. Growth for 2022 was 
unchanged from the October estimate at 4.2%. US growth for 2021 raised by 2.0pp to 5.0% on 
December's fiscal policy package. Euroarea growth for 2021 was cut by 1.0pp after a softening of 
activity at the end of 2020 and weaker outlook amid rising infections, renewed lockdowns. 
China 2021 growth was cut by 0.1pp, though remains at 8.1%. However, the report cited 
downside risks including a potential virus surge leading to stronger lockdowns, a delayed 
vaccine rollout, intensifying social unrest, and a premature withdrawal of policy support. 
(Source: Erste) 

Polish GDP contracted by 2.8% in 2020 – According to flash estimate, Polish economy contracted 
by ‘only’ -2.8% in 2020. Although, 2020 marked the first annual contraction in GDP growth since 
90s the impact of the pandemic was milder than initially expected. (Source: Erste) 
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IMF lifts global growth forecast for 2021, still sees 'exceptional uncertainty' – In its latest 
World Economic Outlook, the IMF predicted global growth of 5.5% in 2021, an increase of 0.3 
percentage points from the October forecast, and said the coronavirus-triggered downturn last 
year would be nearly a full percentage point less severe than expected. It said multiple vaccine 
approvals and the launch of vaccinations in some countries in December had boosted hopes of 
an eventual end to the pandemic. IMF’s Gita Gopinath said preliminary estimates show U.S. 
President Joe Biden's proposed $1.9 trillion economic stimulus package could boost U.S. 
economic output  by 5% over the next three years. Separately, the IMF cut Britain's growth 
outlook by 1.4 percentage points to 4.5% for 2021, a sharper downgrade than its 1.0 percentage 
point reduction for the euro zone. (Source: Reuters) 

US 4Q GDP slightly below expectations – Real GDP growth decelerated in the fourth quarter to 
+4.0% Q/Q annualized, two tenths below consensus, as the resurgence of the virus weighed on 
services consumption. Investment details were firmer, with a rebound in business structures 
and continued rapid gains in equipment and residential categories. We nudged up our 
December core PCE inflation estimates to +0.26% month-over-month and +1.42% year-over-
year (vs. +0.25% and 1.41% previously) ahead of tomorrow's release. The trade in goods deficit 
decreased by more than expected in December. Retail inventories rose 1.0% in December. 
Wholesale inventories edged up 0.1%, against consensus expectations for a larger increase. 
Initial and continuing jobless claims both decreased more than expected. (Source: Goldman 
Sachs) 

Modest decline in sentiment in Eurozone is actually decent news – The Economic Sentiment 
Indicator fell from 92.4 to 91.5 in January. The decline in sentiment was expected to be larger, 
which would have been in line with the weak readings for the PMI and German Ifo. The reading 
of 91.5 leaves it well above November levels, which was mainly due to improving manufacturing 
sentiment. The largest declines were seen in retail, which makes sense given the non-essential 
retail shutdowns in Germany and the Netherlands since the December survey. Services in 
general continue to perform much worse than manufacturing, which is still on a path to 
recovery from the first wave. (Source: ING) 

Germany: Fear is back – Germany’s most prominent leading indicator took a hit in January. 
The Ifo index dropped to 90.1, from 92.1 in December, and stands at its lowest level since June. 
The monthly drop was the worst since April. Both the current assessment and the expectations 
component worsened significantly, with expectations now back at their June levels after 
several disappointing months. Today’s Ifo index shows the full impact of the stricter lockdown 
measures put in place in mid-December, signalling a very weak start to the new year for the 
German economy. (Source: ING) 
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China wants US cooperation, not strategic competition – According to the Nikkei, foreign 
affairs ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian told reporters that China wants cooperation, not 
strategic competition, a day after the White House said it was looking to form a "new approach" 
toward China. Recounted that Trump administration went in a very wrong direction, 
regarding China as a 'strategic competitor' and even a 'threat,' and thus took erroneous actions 
that interfered in China's internal affairs and undermined China's interests. Zhao's comments 
contrast with relationship described by White House press secretary Jen Psaki in Monday's 
press briefing, stating the US in serious competition with China and strategic competition is 
defining feature of the 21st century. She called for a "new approach" with China, but Biden 
administration will approach the issue "with some strategic patience," citing the need to discuss 
the path going forward with bipartisan members of Congress. (Source: Erste) 

Germany avoids a double-dip recession, but only just – Now it’s official. The German economy 
avoided a double-dip and grew by 0.1% quarter-on-quarter in the final quarter of 2020, from 
+8.5% QoQ in 3Q. On the year, the economy was down by 2.9%. For the whole of  2020, the 
German economy shrank by 5.0%, or 5.3% when adjusted for calendar effects. It's the worst 
performance since the financial crisis in 2009 but still much better than some had feared at the 
start of the Covid19-crisis. The GDP components will only be released at the end of February but 
according to available monthly data, the construction sector and exports should have been the 
main growth drivers. With the start of the stricter lockdown in mid-December, there could still 
be some downward revisions in February. (Source: ING) 

Merkel's chief of staff triggers fierce debt-brake debate – Chancellor Angela Merkel's chief of 
staff Helge Braun’s comments, in an op-ed piece for business newspaper Handelsblatt, hinted 
strongly at moves within the government to carry on spending more freely once the 
coronavirus crisis is over. He suggested lawmakers should change the law to allow more debt to 
be issued for several more years, but there should be a "clear date" for the rule to be reinstated. 
A government spokesman said Braun's comment was his personal opinion that contributed to 
the wider debate. Finance Minister Olaf Scholz neither embraced nor rejected Braun's proposal, 
saying there were several ways to address future budget challenges. But Scholz also made clear 
he would continue to reject cuts in social welfare and that he wanted to keep public investments 
at record levels. (Source: Reuters) 
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CZECH REPUBLIC 

Confidence in Czech Republic slips again in January – Economic confidence deteriorated again 
in January in the Czech Republic as a result of stricter measures against Covid-19. Household 
confidence and retail sales have been impacted the most, while industrial confidence broadly 
stagnated and remains close to pre-pandemic levels. Confidence has been fluctuating in recent 
months in line with the development of anti-covid restrictive measures in the economy. 
February is likely to continue to be impacted by restrictions, given that the state of emergency 
has been extended until 14 February and restrictions are unlikely to ease in the first half of the 
month. However, recovery is expected from March onwards and we expect a faster pace of 
recovery from the second quarter onwards. (Source: ING) 

CENTRAL BANKS 

Fed says pace of recovery has moderated, Powell reiterates too early to debate tapering – 
January's FOMC meeting saw no policy changes, as expected. The statement said pace of 
recovery in economic activity and employment has moderated in recent months, with 
weakness concentrated in the sectors most adversely affected by the pandemic. Fed maintained 
guidance that it will continue asset purchases until substantial further progress has been made, 
though said it will stop offering regularly scheduled one-month term repos after 9-Feb. Not a 
lot of fireworks from Chair Powell's follow-up press conference. Reiterated it is premature to be 
discussing any possible tapering of asset purchases and stressed that nobody will be surprised 
when the Fed eventually conducts "a pretty gradual taper." Downplayed inflation risks, noting 
nothing we see now would result in troubling inflation. Declined to get drawn into discussion 
of market's recent short-squeeze theme. (Source: Erste) 

ECB reports signal growing unease over euro strength – Several ECB reports in the last 24 
hours indicate growing unease over euro strength. Latest Bloomberg source report said 
policymakers are uncomfortable that investors appear to have largely ruled out interest rate 
cuts, and have agreed to stress that such stimulus remains an option. Sources said officials are 
not currently considering a cut now, but it shouldn't be ruled out when economic uncertainty 
is high and the euro relatively strong. Report followed earlier remarks by one of the more 
hawkish members of the Governing Council, Dutch central banker Knot, who said a rate cut 
remains an option to counter euro strength. The ECB is said to be studying the reasons for euro 
strength and evaluating whether it is driven by differences in stimulus policies compared with 
the US (Bloomberg). Money markets brought forward bets for a 5 bp cut to July from September 
on the headlines. (Source: Erste) 
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FINANCIAL MARKETS 

Last week financial markets recorded a correction. We have not seen any major news, maybe 
apart from the new IMF’s World Economic Outlook. In this heavily followed document IMF 
stressed that the continuation of the global economic recovery is highly dependent on 
successful vaccines rollout and that risks to the outlook are extremely high. Moreover the 
World Bank stressed that if the vaccines rollout will not be successful, the global economic 
growth could be only a half of the current forecasts. In the end global stock markets, as 
measured by the broadest global stock index MSCI All Country World, declined by 3.6% last 
week. 

From a regional perspective, emerging markets performed worse as MSCI Emerging Markets 
index declined by 4.5%, while developed markets as measured by MSCI World index declined 
“only” by 3.4%. Prague stock exchange performed in-line with global indices as the index PX 
declined by 3.0%. 

As regards global bond markets, according to the broadest global fixed-income index 
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Bond, these slightly declined by 0.2%. The average global 
bond yield to maturity remained flat close to all-time low at 0.88%. Index of Czech government 
bonds declined by 0.4%. Yield to maturity on the Czech government bond with a 10-year 
maturity increased by 0.08% to 1.40%. 

Global commodity markets were slightly in the plus as the global commodity index S&P GSCI 
increased by 0.8%. Brent crude oil price increased as well by 0.8% to the level of USD 56 per 
barrel. Gold declined by 0.5% to USD 1847 per troy ounce. 
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CHART OF THE WEEK – WARREN BUFFETT'S VALUATION INDICATOR 
CLOSE TO ALL-TIME HIGH 

 

Global stock markets are close to all-time highs at the moment. Equity valuations are also 
extremely high. This fact is also indicated by Warren Buffett's global valuation indicator, which 
is defined as the ratio of the total global stock market capitalization, i.e. the total value of all 
exchange-traded companies, to global nominal GDP. 

This indicator reached its previous maximum at 121% before the outbreak of the global financial 
crisis in 2007. In recent days, it has reached a new all-time high of 122%. Currently after the small 
market correction during the last week, the indicator is at the level of 119%. Record global equity 
valuations are driven primarily by US equities. For example, the current value of the P/E 
valuation indicator of the main US stock index S&P 500 is unprecedented 31. 

Record equity valuations indicate that the expected average annual stock market returns over 
the next five years are well below average. At the same time Conseq Investment Management’s 
proprietary equity valuation model indicates that the expected average annual returns, 
including dividends, on the broadest global equity index MSCI All Country World, are 
approximately around zero. For US stocks in the S&P 500 index, their model even indicates a 
slightly negative expected returns! 
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Investors will have to come to terms with this fact. Stock markets have risen very strongly in 
the last two years. In 2019, the MSCI All Country World index gained 24% and last year 14%. After 
strong stock growth, there is usually a period of yield fast. On the other hand, of course, I cannot 
rule out that global stock markets will make further solid gains this year as well. After all, the 
volume of quantitative easing by key central banks is still unprecedented. However, it is still 
true that the higher the stock indices and equity valuations, the lower the expected stock 
returns will be a likely reality in the years to come. 

 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

 

“Investing is simple, but not easy.” 

-WARREN BUFFETT- 
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